


Valcom has been offering innovative communication solutions  
for almost 50 years. Our cutting-edge systems provide daily and  
emergency communication to keep people well-informed and secure. 

Our headquarters are in Virginia’s beautiful Blue Ridge Mountains,  
and we sell our systems globally. Since 1977, we have helped  

educational institutions, healthcare facilities, government agencies, 
retail stores, and businesses of all sizes operate safely and efficiently.

What can we do to help your business? 



Maintaining security is of utmost  
importance in corporate office buildings.  
It involves safeguarding intellectual 
property as well as ensuring the safety 
of staff. Effective communication  
plays a significant role in providing  
security measures.

Valcom systems offer a wide range 
of capabilities ideal for fulfilling 
corporate property requirements. 

The subsequent pages highlight 
some instances that illustrate  
this point.



Valcom’s Spot SoundMasking™ speakers  
are designed to enhance privacy by  
emitting a continuous white noise,  
like air flowing from a vent. 

Strategically placed in areas where  
privacy is crucial, these speakers  
provide an efficient solution to  
maintain confidential conversations.

Sensitive meeting topics in  
quiet office spaces and  
open-door policies for  
human resources and managers  
can lead to people overhearing 
confidential information.

™



     Our corporate office  
fell prey to a ransomware  
attack highlighting the  
need for a system to notify  
network users to log off the 
network and shut down  
their computers quickly.  
Would Valcom be able to  
assist us with this matter?
Valcom public address/voice alarm 
(PAVA) systems can swiftly  
disseminate crucial information  
to others for urgent notifications.  
With the incorporation of our  
desktop alerting feature, facility  
computer screens can instantly  
display emergency notifications.

Please logoff the system now. 
We are under a virus attack.



It is essential to have strict control  
over access to corporate facilities.  
However, this can pose challenges when  
it comes to granting visitors access.
 
Valcom’s door answering systems enable visitors  
to initiate an intercom conversation from secure 
entrances to your security team. Access can be  
granted easily by dialing a single digit on the phone.



       How can we ensure that our staff in parking garages 
and other isolated areas are safe and can get help quickly 
in case of danger or a health emergency? These areas are 
often vulnerable to criminal activity, and it is essential  
to have measures in place to protect our employees.
Valcom HelpPoints™ are easily recognizable and offer 
 a single pushbutton for individuals to contact security  
personnel. The location from which the call was made  
is automatically reported.



    Upon visitors’ arrival at our 
office, they will be greeted by 
our reception desk, which will 
direct them to the appropriate 
person they are here to see. If the 
employee is unavailable at their 
desk, implementing an automated 
system to notify them of the visitor’s 
arrival would be beneficial.

Our Interactive Console is a convenient 
tool that allows touchscreen access to  
automated and targeted announcements  
for overhead speakers and LED signs.



    Can we receive specific public address 
or voice alarm messages through our  
IP telephones in private offices?

Valcom can send the public address and 
voice alarm messages to the telephone 
speakers and LCD displays of specific 
Cisco, Avaya, and NEC VoIP phones.



During emergencies such as cyber-attacks 
attempting to gain unauthorized access  
to their enterprise network, large  
corporations require a way to notify 
their various branches, which can be 
located in different cities or countries.

With Valcom’s VoIP technology, 
you can deploy systems  
without any worries about  
size limitations, bandwidth 
concerns, geographical  
constraints, or VPN  
protocol limitations.



The corporate office’s schedule is carefully planned  
and packed with appointments and meetings.  
Therefore, it is crucial to have a consistent time  
standard throughout the entire facility. 

Valcom’s precision IP clocks are synchronized  
through Network Time Protocol, guaranteeing  
that all users are on the same time.



Announcing to nearby speakers via 
telephone can present challenges 
regarding audio feedback.   
Valcom’s Feedback Eliminator  
effectively eliminates feedback squeal 
by delaying the broadcast audio until 
the initiating phone is hung up.



      Our top priority during  
a crisis is to notify and  

guide our employees to  
safety promptly.

During a crisis, it is natural to  
experience panic and difficulty in 

making clear decisions. This is why  
it is crucial to have readily available,  

situation-specific strategic response 
plans. These plans should include  

messaging for LED signs, horns,  
VoIP phones, automatic door release,  

and parking lot gate control. 

Valcom systems are ideal for executing  
and applying precise emergency responses  

that perfectly fit the situation.



   Our corporate office in California faces a unique challenge 
with frequent earthquakes in the region. Therefore, it is  
essential to have a dependable alert system in place to  
inform staff and visitors to minimize the impact.

Valcom provides California, Washington, and Oregon  
organizations with the Earthquake Early Warning System 

(VEEWS). VEEWS leverages new and existing notification  
platforms to help protect valuable assets like people and  

property. The USGS authorizes VEEWS to broadcast 
ShakeAlert® Earthquake Early Warning alerts through  

public address systems, signs, and computer screens  
in a facility. This allows individuals to receive a  

few seconds of warning before shaking begins.



    As members of the corporate research division, we are concerned about  
potential espionage risks. There have been rumors that speakers may be able  
to act as microphones, allowing spies to listen in on the surrounding areas.  
Can you confirm if this is true?

While most speakers can be used as microphones, Valcom provides a range of  
speaker technology options, including two that use secure one-way technology.  
This technology ensures that the speakers cannot be used as microphones,  
making them the preferred choice for highly confidential facilities for many years.



Corporate buildings or campuses  
often have a security center  
that operates 24/7, using remote  
cameras to monitor and protect 
valuable company assets.  
Quick response to any suspicious 
activity is crucial to minimizing 
potential harm. 

On a touchscreen monitor, Valcom’s GUI can 
show facility maps with icons for viewing  
IP cameras and immediately warn potential 
wrongdoers that their actions are being  
recorded and the authorities have been  
notified. The system is user-friendly and 
requires little training for new security guards.

Motion Detection
Still                     Movement



   Our security personnel are 
equipped with 2-way radios.  
Is there a possibility of  
integrating them with the  
Valcom PAVA system?  

We routinely incorporate two-way  
radio systems into ours to send  
and receive voice announcements. 

INTEGRATION



“We recognize  
that people are our  
strongest defense  
against individuals  
with malicious intent. 
How can we facilitate  
easy incident reporting?”

Our V-Alert emergency  
notification application is  
a valuable complement to  
facility-wide panic buttons.  
It enables users to trigger  
targeted alerts for specific  
scenarios, enhancing 
emergency response capabilities. 

Reach more people 
where they are . . . 
inside your organization's 
walls, outside or on the go

Software Solutions



Valcom’s unrestricted grouping capability allows users to create 
and modify infinite audio and LED sign message destinations 
effortlessly.

By controlling the destination of overhead announcements, only 
the intended recipients will receive them, minimizing disruptions 
for others who do not need to hear them.



Visit www.valcom.com for more information.
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